CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents finding and discussion. The writer presents the results of the data analysis explained in the chapter 3. This chapter answer the problems in the chapter 1. The writer tried to find out slang are produce by teenagers in Surabaya for English and also kind of word formation processes or firmed into the slang.

4.1 Finding

This chapter present the analysis of English slang words that used by teenagers in Surabaya, the form of English slang words that produced by teenagers in Surabaya, and the reason they used slang words. The writer analyzes the data from online and offline groups as a tool to collected the data. After analyzing the data, the writer found many English slang words used by teenagers in Surabaya such as *TFT, OMG, hitz*, and etc.

4.1.1 English slangs produced by teenagers in Surabaya

Slang words are one of language variations, which is commonly used in a society by the teenagers in Surabaya. Slang words is also a creativity language among the young and avant garde. The teenagers used slang words in their daily conversation. The writer put the result of the research into the table on the appendixes.
From the appendixes (Table 1), the result shows that the language is improved. There are only 36 English slang words used by teenagers in Surabaya. After doing the research, some of words have more than one meaning. One of the examples is the word of ‘TFT’, it means ‘thanks for tonight’. However, it has a new meaning that is ‘thanks for today’.

4.1.2 The reasons many teenagers in Surabaya using slang words.

In globalization era, slang arise due to environmental influences. The spreading of slang is very fast, especially among teenagers because of the influence of media, such as movies, TV, radio. Slang formed by a convention between the languages. The meaning of the convention is an agreement. This means that users of the language (read: teenager) agree to used the slang language in a social environment.

Slang used because the language that is easily accepted and understood by teens. They often use the language either directly or indirectly. As the language they use in social media or they use when speaking with friends. Many of teenagers who used slang words with an update them on social media. But there are those who do not want to be called using slang whereas without them knowing it, they use it in everyday life. However no denying that slang is the language of youth or teenager.

In communication we associate in the theory of group communications for the understanding of the communications group is a group of people who have common goals interact with each other to achieve common goals and to know
each other. In this sense means that teenagers are a group of people who could be
called a group that has a language that they agreed as a language that they can
easily understand to interact among fellow teenagers. English slang words are
happening as a creative expression for teenagers to make words more efficient and
simpler to be uttered. Slang also it is used by teenagers to act like they are cool. It
draws attention to people and it is like another language which adults can't read or
understand.

4.1.3 The kinds of word formation processes or formed into the slang.

Table 1: Tables of word formation of slang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Clipping</th>
<th>Word Mixing</th>
<th>Blending</th>
<th>Coinage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFT</td>
<td>Bro</td>
<td>Nge-trend</td>
<td>Jilboobs</td>
<td>Friendz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFL</td>
<td>Sis</td>
<td>Nge-bass</td>
<td>Satnight</td>
<td>Goodby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nge-drink</td>
<td>Watsap</td>
<td>Hitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nge-drug</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sepik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Woles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEPO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUATB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ciys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table above showed that all kinds of word formation processes which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. In this research, the writer finds five forms of slang, there are: 12 Acronym, 14 Coinage, 4 Mixing Words, 2 Clipping, and 3 Blending.

### Acronym

Acronym is one of the word formation processes. Acronyms are formed by taking the initial letters of a phrase and making a word out of it. The classical acronym is also pronounced as a word. An acronym is a word made up from the first letters of the words that make up the name of something. It can be described as shown below.

Data 1

“**TFT** ya rek gae dino iki. Aku seneng awak dewe isok mlaku-mlaku bareng. Suwon wes nggae aku bahagia.”

(TFT friend for today. I’am happy we can walked around together. Thank you for makes me happy)

The acronym of **TFT** is originally derived from English word. **TFT** from the words Thanks For Today. But, sometimes **TFT** also has meaning Thanks For Tonight. This acronym creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya.
Data 2

“TFL vir”

The acronym of TFL is originally derived from English word. TFL from the words Thank For Like. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, when there is someone who gave like to the someone’s post.

Data 3

“OTW WBL with my mother and my sister dijamin seru, at Wisata Bahari Lamongan”

(OTW WBL with my mother and my sister, guaranteed fun. At Wisata Bahari Lamongan)

The acronym of OTW is originally derived from English word. OTW from the words On The Way. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, tostates that a person is on the street.

Data 4

“GWS for me”

The acronym of GWS is originally derivied from English word. GWS from the words Get Well Soon. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. When we know someone is sick, usually the teenagers used this word to give support to other.
Data 5

“Belajar foto macak HC”

(Learn photo like HC)

The acronym of HC is originally derived from the English word. HC from the words Hard Core. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. Hard Core is one of the sub-genre of punk rock music that comes from North America and the UK, which is endemic among adolescents in Indonesia, especially Surabaya.

Data 6

kata ARMADA pergi pagi, pulang pagi ???

#LOL#AN.MELEK

(Armada said that go early, come home in the morning ???

#LOL #stayuplateatnight)

The acronym of LOL is originally derived from the English word. LOL from the words Laugh of Loud. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. This sentence used when someone laughing.

Data 7

“Nyesekk!!!

#wtf”

(ill !!! #wtf)
The acronym of *WTF* is originally derivied from English word. *WTF* from the words What The Fuck. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. This sentence appears if someone was emotional.

**Data 8**

"*GUKD*

*Gak Usah Kepo Deh”*

(*GUKD Don’t be Kepo*)

The acronym of *Kepo* is originally derivied from English word. *Kepo* from the words Knowing Every Particular Object. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. This sentence appears when there is someone who always wants to know other people’s business.

**Data 9**

“Satnight with *bf*”

The acronym of *BF* is originally derivied from English word. *BF* from the words Best Friend. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. The nickname is addressed to a close friend.

**Data 10**

“*OMG PENUH BNGT YG NONTON”*

(OMG, so full who are watching)
The acronym of **OMG** is originally derived from English word. **OMG** from the words Oh My God. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya to expressing shock.

**Data 11**

“**hbd** boz. Semoga diberi rezeki ya seng akeh”

(HBD boss. May be given many sustenance)

The acronym of **HBD** is originally derived from English word. **HBD** from the words Happy Birthday. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya to say happy birthday.

**Data 12**

“Besday papadhe Deri, **wuatb**”

(Happy Birthday Papadhe Deri, wuatb)

The acronym of **WUATB** is originally derived from English word. **WUATB** from the words Wish You Always The Best. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. This sentence is a prayer to a person who has a birthday.

**Data 13**

“**Iki loh fa mu. Jenenge Siti Nur Aisyah. Tak celok ais**”

(This is your fa. Her name is Siti Nur Aisyah. I call her Ais)
The acronym of *FA* is originally derived from English word. *FA* from the words Fact About. This acronym also creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. This sentence is for introduce someone.

### Clipping

Clipping is the word formation process in which a word is reduced or shortened without changing the meaning of the word. Clipping differs from back-formation in that the new word retains the meaning of the original word.

#### Data 14

"*gmna jadi gk ke tempat q, mana pin Bbm mue bro*"

(Are you going with me? What is you're BBM pin bro)

The word *bro* is included in clipping process. This clipping creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘brother’.

#### Data 15

“happy bday *sis*, GOD bless you”

The word *sis* is included in clipping process. This clipping creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘sister’.
Word Mixing

Word Mixing is one of the many ways new words are made in English. It refers to joining the beginning of one word and the end of another to make a new word with a new meaning. It can be adding a new word in the beginning of one word changes it into another word.

Data 16

“Lagi ngetren ISC tp ini bukan Indonesia Super Competition sepakbolanya para bakpia tapi Indonesia Scouts Challenge yg pasti lbh sportif lbh bernyali dan lbh mendidik”

(Trend of ISC, but that is not the Indonesia Super Competition, the bakpia football. But Indonesia Scouts Challenge, definitely more sporty, more brave and more educated)

Word Mixing of the data above is ngetren. The word above has addition wordNge-as Indonesian language, which is mix with wordTren. The word ngtren has meaning something which is become a trend or popular. This word creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya.

Data 17

“Klakson disc,suara lantang dan ngbass”

(The horn of disc, loud voices and bass)

Word Mixing of the data above is ngebass. The word above has addition wordNge-as Indonesian language, which is mix with wordBass. The word ngbass
has meaning a sound quality that has a high level of bass. This word also creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya.

Data 18

“ayo lur di tggal kbh seng makaryo, fb, bbm, ngedrink siap” mangkat nang masjid. Ojo lali ki dino ***JUM`AT lo yo . let go Berangkatt”

(Come on friends, left all the work, fb, bbm, ngedrink, get ready to go to the mosque. do not forget today is Friday. Let's go, come on)

Word Mixing of the data above is ngedrink. The word above has addition wordNge-as Indonesian language, which is mix with wordDrink. This word also creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya.

Data 19

“Bukan hal yang mustahil kalau kalian mau cari cowo yang baik, rajin sholat, rajin kerja, tidak merokok, tidak ngedrug, dan tidak ngedrug, serta tidak sombong dan rajin menabung.”

(It's not impossible if you want to find a good guy, pray dilligently, work dilligently, no smoke, no drug, not arrogant and diligent saving)

Word Mixing of the data above is ngedrug. The word above has addition wordNge-as Indonesian language, which is mix with wordDrug. This word also creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, as another word to do drugs.
Blending

Blending is the word formation process in which parts of two or more words combine to create a new word whose meaning is often a combination of the original words.

Data 20

“Lek awakmu nggawe jilbab, ojo nggawe gaya jilboobs, Nda’
(If you wear hijab, don’t use jilboobs style, Nda)

The blending of jilboobs is originally derived from English word. jilboobs are combine words from the words Hijab + Boobs. This blending creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, when they called someone who used sexy hijab.

Data 21

“Satnight gak harus sama pacar”
(Satnight not only with boyfriend)

The blending of Satnight is originally derived from English word. Satnight are combine words from the words Saturday + Night. This blending creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya.

Data 22

“Watsap bro mlm minggu bro sprti biasa”
(Whats up bro, Saturday night br, as usual)
The blending of *watsap* is originally derivied from English word. *watsap* are combine words from the words What’s + Up. This blending creates a slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, it is refers to “what happen”.

**Coinage**

Coinage is the word formation process in which to create a new word or phrase that other people begin to use.

**Data 23**

“When best *friendz*”

The word *friendz* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘friend’.

**Data 24**

“*gk butuh temen hitz klau yg biasa aja udah bisa bikin ketawa*”

(do not need a hits friend, if ordinary can make laugh)

The word *hitz* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘hits’, refer to something that is popular or successful.

**Data 25**

“(+) Samsul Huda apik an free *sepih selebihe intro dewe gak add rugi bos“

“(+) Samsul Huda apik an free *sepih selebihe intro dewe gak add rugi bos“
((+)Samsul Huda, well, free to speak, more information please introduction with yourself, if you don't add, you will lose)

The word *sepik* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is refer to speak.

**Data 26**

“Saya apa yang kamu pikirkan
Saya ikuti apa yang kamu lakukan sekarang. **Woles ae bro oj cepet-cepet kita lihat saja endingnya gimana**”

(I am, is what you are thinking.

I follow what you're doing right now. Please, be slowly bro, don't be quickly. We will see how was the end)

The word *woles* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. *Woles* is a word whose letters behind, became an English word which is means slow.

**Data 27**

“Selamat pagi dan selamat beraktivitas kembali
**Tetap setrong yaakk**”

(Good morning and enjoy your activities

Keep strong yeah)
The word *setrong* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is refers to strong.

**Data 28**

"Ayo *gaes* bsok rame" k sini"

(Come on guys, tomorrow we go here together)

The word *gaes* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is refers to guys, or other words from friends.

**Data 29**

"*goodby*"

The word *goodby* is included in coinage process. This coinage creates a new word which is become into English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is refers to good bye.

**Data 30**

"*Sty ndek my best friendku*"

(Stay with my best friend)

The word *sty* is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word 'stay'.

Data 31

“yang tadi siang/sore pm, pm ulang plis. sorry td pc error”

(for everyone who send pm in the afternoon or evening. Please, resend PM. Sorry, the PC had error)

The word *plis* is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word 'please'.

Data 32

“*Suer* Wil, pensilku ilang”

(I swear Wil, I lost my pencil)

The word *suer* is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word 'swear', it’s refers to make a trust

Data 33.

“*sori* rek. hpku lagi rusak”

(I’am sorry guys, my hand phone was broken)

The word *Sori* is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘sorry’. It’s means to ask apologize.
Data 34

“lebih baik sakit hati dari pada sakit gigi ini ciyus”

(it’s better heartache than toothache. This is serious)

The word ciyus is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘serious’.

Data 35

“Numpang lewat ya Geng, hehehe”

(Coming through ya Gang, hehehe)

The word geng is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘gang’.

Data 36

“Halo Pren, ya’ opo kabare”

(Hello friend, how are you?)

The word pren is included in clipping process. This coinage creates a English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya. It is from word ‘friend’.
4.2 Discussion

In this part, the result of data analysis would be discussed here. Based on the data analysis above about English slang words, English slang words is predominantly used in everyday conversation among teenagers or avant garde, to show their identity. Slang is the language that is informal and non-standard which is also familiar with slang. Slang is the language that is not in accordance with the rules of the language but have a clear meaning. Slang is usually a play on the languages that already exist. At first the language used by a group of people that are focused on a specific meaning, but nowadays slang meaning has undergone expansion and spread to the entire community, especially the young people. Usually slang is more widely used in social media, such as facebook, BBM, twitter, path, instagram, and so forth.

Slang is not only growing in the Indonesian language, slang is also growing in the English language. Especially in this globalization era, the influence of the media is so fast to influenced teenagers to use English as a slang words. They feel English as a slang words is a language that has a "sense of pride". Therefore, many teenagers used English slang words in their daily conversation. There were 36 English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, and divided into some types of word formation process.

The writer found 5 types of word formation process, there were Acronym, Coinage, Prefix process, Clipping, and Blending. There were 36 English slang words which is used by teenagers in Surabaya, and divided into some types of
word formation process. The writer found 12 Acronym, 14 Coinage, 4 Word Mixing, 2 Clipping, and 3 Blending.

From the analysis, the writer compares the study with other studies. The writer compares this study with research that similar of the study but different object. There are some previous researches that concern in this topic: they are Afifah Rahmawati (2012), Ani Wahyu Setyowati (2012), and Muhammad Ismail (2014).

Afifah Rahmawati (2012) her study undertitle “Word Formation Process on Slang Words Used by Transexual”. This research focus on study of slang words used by transexual characters in 5 Indonesian films. She used some kinds of word formation process from O’ Grady and Guzman (1996), Katamba (1993), Hatch and Brown (1995), and Kridalaksana (2007). She classified some word formation such as: Compounding, Borrowing, Coinage, Blending, Clipping, Back Formation, Conversion, Inflection, Derivation, Cliticization, Reduplication, and Abbreviation.

Ani Wahyu Setyowati (2012) her study undertitle “An Analysis of Slang in Found in ‘Life As We Know It’ Movie Script by Ian Deitchman and Kristin Rusk Robinson”. This research to find out the types of slang word, to find out the functions of slang words and to explain the meaning of slang words in the film “Life As We Know It” by Ian Deitchman and Kristin Rusk Robinson. Based on the result, Ani Wahyu Setyowati find such as:
1 Ani Wahyu Setyowati found 50 slang words or phrases in types of slang words, there are 34 conversational routines social function and 16 Vernacular spelling.

2 The Ani Wahyu Setyowati found 50 slang word or phrases in function of slang, there are 40 slang as social function and 29 slang as identifying function, and the slang word which has two function as social function and identifying function are 20 slang words.

3 Ani Wahyu Setyowati also found 50 slang words or phrases in two types of meaning, there are 13 contextual meaning and 37 lexical meaning.

Muhammad Ismail (2014) his study undertitle “An Analysis of Slang Used by Alexander Eglek’s Community in Surabaya”. This research to find out what slang words are used by Alexander Eglek Community. To find out what forms of slang words are made by Alexander Eglek Community, such as compounding, blending, conversion, and clipping. To find out what are the reasons they have in making slang words.